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1GOD's-Design for Humankind includes the urge to migrate. As
Humankind evolved migration evolved. Africans wandered into
Persindia, Oceania & Mongolia. Mongolians wandered into America,
Amazonia, & Oceania later on horseback to Persindia, Africa &
Europa. Europeans sailed to all Provinces. The Evolved wandered
into Persindia & sailed & flew to all other Provinces.
Reasons for human-migration: 1GOD's design instinct(swarm). Disasters make the Habitat unlivable, climate-change make the Habitat unlivable.
Selfishness(the grass is greener somewhere else) &
population-growth.
Humankind has evolved enough. Population growth is sufficient to
establish 7Tribes making up 7Provinces as envisaged by 1GOD! As of
'0.1.1.1'(C-G Kalender) all migration(long-term or short-term)
between Provinces has become illegal.
Note ! Asylum seeking is not acceptable they are to
be treated as illegal's. These people(opportunists)
should have stayed from where they came from &
made a difference there, rather then running.
Illegal migrants(Im) are returned without delay to the province
they came from that includes any children that they may have had.
Illegal migrants cannot be integrated, they are always sent back, no
exemption. 'Im's' that cannot be returned are prosecuted, MS/R7.
'Im's' children are put up for adoption. People responsible for helping
illegal's are prosecuted: MS/R7
Migration is classified as long-term(re-settlement) or short-term
(travel).
Re-settlement is only possible within a Province. Re-settlement is
moving between Shires. Exemption, 'Israeli' they can only live in the
'Promised-Land'. They cannot leave the Promised-Land. Israeli found
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outside the Promised-Land are immediately transported to the
Promised-Land. 1 GOD 's Wish !!!
Moving between Shires. There are regulations,
adults have to have employment at their destination
Shire. Before they can move. The employer has to
organize cluster-housing. Seniors have to organize
cluster housing at their destination Shire. Before
they can move.
Travel is only possible within a Province. Passports
are obsolete. Business or Government use Internet
/Video conferencing to communicate with other
Provinces.
Tourism has developed into a menace. Cruise
ships unload tourists that swarm like cockroaches over ports & local habitat. They disrupt
local lifestyle, create mountains of waste. This
entertainment of the idle well-off Ends! This
also applies to air/coach/rail tourism.
Capitalism started migrating business entity’s(multi-national’s). This
Ends! Multinationals are converted to CROn (no compensation)!
Capitalism migrated capital(foreign-ownership). Foreign-ownership
Ends without compensation! Government that allows Foreignownership is replaced & prosecuted for, ‘Treason’ : MS/R7.
As resources diminish & population increases Provinces prepare for
the next Migration(swarming), 'SPACE'! Humankind’s-Destiny:
Space-Exploration(S-X), Colonization & becoming custodian of the
physical Universe. Note! Each Province swarms independantly, C-G
Space Law I & II apply.

1GOD’s latest message, Law-Giver Manifest
End
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